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1. USSR/NUCLEAR TESTING:

We are doubtful that yesterday's TASS statement, reserving for Moscow all rights to the last round of nuclear testing, indicates that a new series of Soviet tests is imminent. It was put out, we believe, with an eye to the reopening of the Geneva disarmament conference on Monday, and is intended to divest the USSR, in advance, of any blame for blocking an agreement. The estimate of our ability to anticipate Soviet tests remains unchanged: we are confident of spotting preparations for tests in the Arctic one to three weeks ahead of time, but can make no promises about tests that may be conducted at Semipalatinsk or at the missile test ranges in the central USSR.

2. INDONESIA/WEST NEW GUINEA:

A. Subandrio was in an optimistic mood about the prospects of an early agreement with the Dutch when he talked with Ambassador Jones yesterday. There is a possibility, however, that the Indonesians will overplay their hand as Subandrio also indicated that Djakarta, anxious to skip the second phase of the bunker proposals, is thinking of pressing hard to arrange for a direct transfer of the administration over West New Guinea with no intermediate period of UN control. Whatever the Indonesians have in mind, there is little room for doubt that they look upon the present talks as the last chance for a negotiated settlement.
B. AT YESTERDAY'S OPENING SESSION, VAN ROIJEN, IN A CONCILIATORY STATEMENT, REITERATED HIS GOVERNMENT'S ACCEPTANCE IN PRINCIPLE OF THE BUNKER PROPOSALS, SUBJECT ONLY TO THE CONDITION DJAKARTA GUARANTEE THAT THE PAPUANS WILL BE ALLOWED TO EXERCISE THE RIGHT OF SELF-DETERMINATION.
5. LAOS:

A. There has been a notable upsurge of activity during the past few days on the communications link between military headquarters in Hanoi and the North Vietnamese forces in northern Laos. We are as yet unable to assess the significance of this, but, if it has something to do with the redeployment of those forces, we ought to be getting confirmation of movements before very long.

B. Soviet aircraft, presumably engaged in ferrying Souvanna's security troops, began flying between the Plaine des Jarres and Vientiane on Thursday.

C. As it now turns out, Peiping's envoy has not yet presented his credentials to the new government. However, a showdown on the local Chinese representation issue is due shortly as Taipei's man is arriving in Vientiane on Monday to make another try at getting himself accredited. Taipei, meanwhile, has let it be known that it will break relations with Laos rather than accept a "two-Chinas" arrangement.

6. SOUTH VIETNAM:

A. We have tenuous evidence that the Viet Cong is planning to step up hit-and-run raids in Saigon's immediate
ENVIRONS. BY RESORTING TO SUCH TACTICS, THE COMMUNISTS, WITH ECONOMIC AS WELL AS POLITICAL DIVIDENDS IN MIND, WOULD NO DOUBT HOPE TO IMPROVE ON LAST YEAR'S PERFORMANCE WHEN THEY WERE ABLE TO CUT SOUTH VIETNAM'S RICE EXPORTS AWAY BACK AS WELL AS TO REDUCE SAIGON'S FOOD STOCKS TO DANGEROUSLY LOW LEVELS.

B. MEANWHILE, WE ARE HEARING ONCE MORE THAT DIEM'S BROTHER NHU MAY BE GETTING READY TO GO GUNNING FOR SIHANOUK.

7. PERU:

THE POLITICAL SITUATION CONTINUES TO DRIFT AS BELAUNDE HAS FAILED SO FAR TO WORK UP VERY MUCH POPULAR SUPPORT AND THE APRISTAS HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO MAKE COMMON CAUSE WITH THE ODRIISTAS. THERE ARE REPORTS, MEANWHILE, THAT THE MILITARY ARE GETTING UP A JUNTA TO ASSUME CONTROL OF THE GOVERNMENT. OUR LIMA EMBASSY THINKS THAT SUCH A DEVELOPMENT IS NOW "ALMOST INEVITABLE."
B. THE UN COMMITTEE ON DECOLONIZATION WILL PROBABLY INVITE
CHEDDI JAGAN, WHO IS ARRIVING IN THE US TODAY OR TOMORROW,
TO AIR HIS GRIEVANCES AGAINST THE BRITISH POSTPONEMENT OF A
GUIANA CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION SOMETIME NEXT WEEK.

C. THERE ARE INDICATIONS THAT MOSCOW MAY BE LAYING THE GROUND-
WORK FOR MILITARY EXERCISES INVOLVING SEVERAL, IF NOT ALL,
MEMBERS OF THE WARSAW PACT. E.O. 13526, section 3.3(b)(1)
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